BLOSSOMS OF LIGHT
RENTAL SITES

™

Illuminate your holiday party during Blossoms of Light

Impress your family, friends and colleagues with this one-of-a-kind
spectacular lighting display. With an abundance of lights across our
24-acres, hosting your event during Blossoms of Light—the Gardens’
signature holiday event for more than 30 years—will surely leave a
lasting impression.

Whether you are looking to host an extravagant party or a casual
end-of-year gathering, we have a space for all your needs! Our indoor
spaces have easy access to our mile-long path through the display and
most have beautiful views of the lights.
Your guests will love our list-topping light show. See what the press
is saying about us:
CNN included Blossoms of Light in their list of top nine best
places to see Christmas lights in the country.
Country Living Magazine included Blossoms of Light in the best
20 lights around the country.
House Beautiful included Blossoms of Light in their pick of the
best 25 lights in the country.

Mitchell Hall
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Our largest indoor space features
an iconic dome ceiling fit with
customizable LED lighting.
The versatility of this hall can
accommodate a variety of events
including cocktail receptions,
dinners and dancing. Built-in AV
with a large stage and projection
screen for winter wonderland
scenes and festive music accent
any party.*
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Orangery

Marnie’s Pavilion Balcony
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This beautiful all glass structure
has a spectacular view of
Blossoms of Light throughout the
entire space. Filled with citrus
trees and seasonal planters, this
space brings the atmosphere of
the Gardens indoors.

Mingle above a tropical garden
complete with a grand waterfall
and stunning view of Blossoms
of Light. This versatile balcony is
perfect for a dinner and cocktail
receptions.
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Gates Hall

Woodland Mosaic & Solarium
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This intimate hall is perfect for a
variety of events, from cocktail
receptions to dinner and desserts,
with easy access to the Blossoms of
Light path. Optional AV is available
to delight your guests. Project
holiday-inspired scenes or a fun slide
show accompanied by your favorite
playlist to create an atmosphere filled
with holiday cheer.*

This beautiful solarium is available
for a two-hour rental. Perfect for
an intimate event or add it on as a
mid-show warming station. Available
with radiant heaters and sprinkled
with holiday lights, this charming
space has an excellent view of the
Blossoms of Light display.

All sites are available seven days a week; however,
availability may differ based on the holiday season.
*Audio/Visual capabilities subject to additional fees.

Private Events

1007 York Street
Denver, Colorado 80206
p 720-865-3551

FOR MORE INFORMATION
OR TO SCHEDULE A SITE VISIT CONTACT:
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720-865-3725

private.events@botanicgardens.org
botanicgardens.org
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